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How to use the Lapstar*

Take box of the trolley, position both. Take and slide Take sleeve, cover plate and foam with instruments Position exercise on the
the monitor fully over trolley handle
out of the box
bottom, put cover on top

Adjust image sharpness
with focus wheel

Use yellow push buttons for
desired illumination level

For Single Port, rotate cover

-Service and warranty*A certified engineer must do all service to the system. If any service is required you should contact your dealer first. Your dealer will care for any service, modification or repair on the system. *If any services, modifications or repairs are done by the
end-user (without permission of the dealer) or another third-party, warranty will void. *This system operates on 230V/50Hz. Be sure that the system is set up in a dry environment. Prevent water or moisture getting in the Lapstar box. *Always use a
power socket which is connected to ground. *When the system is not used, be sure it is stored in a dry and ventilated room. *We advise to deliver the system to your dealer for service once a year. During the service the system will be checked for
operation, safety and any possible wear.
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Position the trocars and insert the
instruments

Activate system
(LED turns green)
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Create opening for the camera, push it through
bracket and abdomen; connect camera to monitor

How to use the Lapstar* timer, record functions

Timer: push timer button ca. 5 sec for activation either de-activation. One short
push for start, stop or reset.

Recording: push camera button for record (LED on) or stop (LED flashes =
saving to SD-card). Timer function: starts automatically when activated.

Play back: recordings of the same day; press menu, select recordings using
arrows and OK. Time and date are displayed at the bottom.

Play back recordings of multiple days: press folder button, select desired folder
(day) and recording using arrows and OK.

-About this manualAll the specifications, construction specifications, way of act and illustrations in this manual are not strictly.
We have the right to make an alternation to the manual without any announcement.
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Viewing or uploading recordings via computer;
Use SD to USB adapter .
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